Polar Compounds in Oil and Their Aquatic Toxicity

Origin of Polar Compounds
Most commonly, polar compounds in oil derive from natural
oil-forming processes which incorporate sulfur and N, O
Weathering, especially biodegradation and photooxidation
results in polar compounds - mostly oxygenated
Naphthenic acids derive naturally, but in Bitumen products
derive mostly from reaction of solvents in processing

Test of aquatic toxicity with
weathering: A graph of the
aquatic toxicity of weathered
Alaskan oil as it weathers with
the concentration of individual
PAHs - this shows that the
decrease in toxicity is probably
due to the decrease in PAHs

Highly weathered and biodegraded
oil from the Macondo spill - this
contained many polar compounds

Aquatic Toxicity Studies
Toxicity studies carried out on few polar compounds as
this usually requires synthesis or purification
Solubility and bioavailability are big issues, smaller polar
compounds highly soluble, large ones not - stay with oil

Extensive work has been carried out on naphthenic acids
one class of polar compounds found in oil sand effluent
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Few fulsome studies carried out on polar compounds e.g. 6 or more key indicator species and tests
Toxicity of weathered oils less than that of fresh oil
- indicating that polar compounds lesser toxicity
To date, the aquatic toxicity of PAHs greater than most
other compounds tested, including polar compounds
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Size - number of carbons
A highly-generalized concept drawing of the relationships among polarity, solubility and
molecular size. This shows that solubility increases with increasing polarity and decreasing
molecular size. Further, it shows that many of the smaller polar compounds may be washed out
of oil quickly.
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Schematic diagram of the
compositional continuum of
petroleum reported as double bond
equivalents (DBE, number of rings
plus double bonds) versus carbon
number. The analytical window
accessible only by conventional gas
chromatography (GC) is displayed in
part A. The extension to hybrid
analytical techniques (GC×GC) is
shown in Figure 6B. Part C shows the
extension to larger petroleum
molecules (up to C100) that have been
observed in Macondo petroleum.
Part D combines all three techniques
to highlight the need for advanced
analytical techniques beyond gas
chromatography for oil spill studies.
(from McKenna et al., 2013)

Structure

Species

Studies of polar compounds in oil in early stages - about 200
identified and some of these assessed for aquatic toxicity
The solubility of the polar compound is important, small
polars may be more toxic, but are not found in transported
oils, larger polars soluble in oil and may not be bioavailable
To date, polar compounds in oil have been found to be less
toxic than PAHs. No hidden toxic compounds found.
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Abstract

actual oil, due to its solubility in oil. Highly polar
compounds are likely not present in produced oils due to the
Polar compounds as found in oils are
polar compound's high water solubility. Compounds with
hydrocarbon compounds containing nitrogen,
moderate or less polarity are typically more soluble in oil
sulphur or oxygen. Measurement of the presence
than water. Similarly, highly polar compounds produced by
of these compounds in oils can be carried out
biodegradation or photooxidation would be diluted in water
using sophisticated analysis techniques, however
during a spill.
quantification and separation of compounds is
The aquatic toxicity of polar compounds compared to
very difficult and will remain a problem for many aromatic compounds has been tested by using evaporative
years to come. Characterization of polar
weathering. Aromatic compounds, particularly that of the 2
compounds is at a state of infancy and little polar
to 5 ring polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are the primary
analysis for many oils has been carried out to date. toxic component of oils. Evaporative weathering tests is
In order to measure the toxicity of a specific
thought to be one test of the comparison of polar compound
compound separation is needed. Separation is very toxicity compared to that of the PAHs. These tests show that
difficult and in many cases, beyond the scope of
polar compounds are generally less-aquatically-toxic than
today's technology. An alternative has been to
the 2 to 3-ring PAHs. Another test is that of physical
synthesize the compound of concern and then test separation, where polar compounds have been shown to
its toxicity. This approach ignores the matrix in
have less aquatic toxicity that the PAHs. Both tests have
which the compound is often present and the target obvious limitations in that there are many compounds
of interest may be not bioavailable in the
involved.

The most powerful quantitative technique is ICMS or
Ion Cyclotron Mass Spectrometry
The most successful analytical techniques often involve
group separation before mass spectrometric analysis
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Fears are that polar compounds might pose an
aquatic toxicity threat
Polar compounds are relatively unanalyzed and therefore
are unknown and often their toxicity unknown
There is a low experience and knowledge history
about polar compounds and the threat they pose

Most analytical methods result only in compound
identification and not quantification or separation
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What are the Concerns with Polar Compounds?

There are no simple methods to analyse polar compounds
in oil, most methods applicable only to specific compounds
Some compounds can be measured with their classes by
traditional methods - e.g. benzothiophenes with PAHs

Example Compounds and Aquatic Toxicity

in

These are compounds that have N, S or O and
as a result, have some electronic polarity
Polar compounds can occur naturally as a result
of petroleum formation
Polar compounds are also created as a result of
biodegradation and photooxidation

Analysis and Separation

Solubility in Water

What are Polar Compounds?
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